
Materials in Package

Monocrystalline solar panel

Solar charge controller

Lumimou

Color Temperature

s output (lm)

154WH 12.8V

>98%   MPPT 

38Watts 18V

2,800lm max

       3000K+4000K               3000K+6000K       

Fixture color

Remote control

Pole diameter to fit

       Black                                                              ___________

2.4G

φ76mm

CE, ROHS, IP65, FCC

 ( 1 pc)

The best pole diameter 
is 76mm to fit it. ( 1 pc)

It is used to connect 
the light head and light 
holder. ( 4 pcs )

light head to pole. 
( attached on  light holder)

( 2 pcs )

1 : LIGHT HEAD 2 : LIGHT HOLDER 3 : M8*25 SCREW 4: M8*20 MACHINE SCREWS

5 : REMOTE CONTROL 6 : AAA BATTERY

7 : USER MANUAL

Remark : Pole is not included in the package.

8 : SCREW DRIVER

sensor. ( 1 pc )

( 2 pcs )

( 1 pc ) ( Big one is for 4pcs of M8*25
Small one is for 2pcs machine screws )

Gray

Introducing this solar post-top light, offering a new and futuristic design. Developed for our environment to protect native animals 

from blue-light harm and the unwanted glare of led lights. With a UWLR of <1% of the lighting distribution, the fitting provides an 

even lighting performance without light pollution.

The lighting output and working period as well as color temperature are client-programmable to ensure the fitting will perform well 

to your satisfaction. No matter in the middle east with plenty of sunshine or in northern Europe with less sunshine, this solar 

post-top light, is able to perform well with constant lighting brightness and sufficient time. The custom unique programming of this 

solar post-top light will ensure stable, continuous illumination through the night through all seasons. It is popular for gardens, parks, 

walk paths, and bicycle lanes to light up anywhere with the best lighting performance.

USER MANUAL
of SOLAR
POST-TOP 
LIGHT

ON/OFF BUTTON
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How to assemble and install the light

1st
Step

Fix the light holder to the light body with 
4pcs of M8*25mm screws and tighten
it properly with the Allen wrench.

 
 

  
3rd
Step

Put the ready light head on the pole and
tighten the 2pcs pf  M8*25 screws with 
T shaped Allen wrench properly.

 2nd
Step

3.1 : Push the "MATCH" button of the remote and keep 
holding it, meanwhile, Turn on the light by pushing 
down the light button. The light will blink once within 3 
seconds which means the MATCH operation is 
successfully done. 

3.2 : Press the “ AUTO” button, then the light will start to 
work from dusk to dawn automatically.  You can choose 
the preferred light color first, then adjust the light 
brightness or switch to motion detection mode, then set 
the working hours to change the default working mode.

Note : 
 1 : Please set the working hours at the last step.
 2 : The lighting program could be also easily adjusted when the light is installed on the pole, but the “matching” operation must be done before installation.
 3 : Default working mode :  3 hours 100% + 4 hours 40% + 10 hours 20% + 40% when sensor is triggered ( total 17 hours).

 Match operation is to link the light and remote into one same group. This allows you to use one remote to control multi-solar lights without interfering with the other lights nearby. 
The remote will not be functional to the solar pedestrian light if you do not do the match operation. 

What is “match”?

    it receives the signal from the 
    remote control successfully.

     using the remote control.

Increase or decrease the light 
power by 20% per stage

Set the light to work for 
different time

Set color as 3000K 
Warm White

Automatically ON/OFF from dask to dawn

Turn OFF the light, The light will
not work at night.OFFAUTO

Set color as 6000K cool white
4000K day light is also available 

To match the light and remote

Light will work with 30% power and
work with 100% power for 30 secs

Induction mode

Reset the light  to work for
whole night as default
working mode (17 hours max)

This remote is used to adjust the lighting power and 
select the light color etc as you require. if the 
sunshine in your city is very good, then you can set 
the light with a higher power if there are continuous 
cloudy days, or in winter with less sunshine, then 
you can lower the power to save energy. In summer 
you can set cool white ( or daylight) and in 
wintertime, you can set warm white, if you want to 
save more energy, then you can activate the motion 
detection mode, then the light will work at 100% 
instead of 30%when the light detects movement. 
This is very useful for the area where is a lack of 
sunshine.

The working time also can be adjusted as 4 hours,6 
hours, and 12 hours optional, if you want to save 
energy and do not want the light to work after you 
sleep, then you can press"4H” or “6H” to set the 
time. lf you need the lighting therefor a full night, 
then you press “12H", the light can work up to 17 
hours if winter night is longer than summer night. 
Please always set the light power first, then press 
the time set as the last step. lf you do not remember 
how many hours you set just now, then press the 
“RESET" button to have the default setting.


